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Olympic
dream for
L.A. goes to
world stage
With council support,
Garcetti and other
2024 bid leaders head
to Switzerland to start
a tough competition.
By David Wharton

Mark Boster Los Angeles Times

JAVIER ZUBIATE stands in the recreation area of a secure housing unit at Pelican Bay State Prison.

State agrees to ease long
isolation for prisoners
Solitary will be limited to offenses committed in prison

By Paige St. John
SACRAMENTO — Ending years of litigation, hunger strikes and contentious debate, California has agreed to move thousands of state prisoners out of solitary confinement under the terms of a landmark
lawsuit settlement.
Corrections officials, who have long used
indefinite isolation to control violent prison
gangs, will cease the practice and return
nearly 2,000 inmates to the general population, according to the agreement announced Tuesday.
Some of those inmates have been in isolation, without significant human contact,
for more than three decades.
California has been among a shrinking
number of states that keep inmates isolated
on the grounds of gang membership rather
than behavior, at a time of increasing na-
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tional criticism over the use of solitary confinement.
“This is a game-changer. California had
led the nation in keeping people in cold storage,” said forensic psychiatrist Terry Kupers, one of several criminal justice experts
who had filed research findings in the case,
contending that prolonged time in solitary
left inmates with psychological damage, increased anxiety, disordered thinking and a
high risk of suicide.
The settlement between the state and a
group of inmates at Pelican Bay State Prison calls for limiting solitary confinement to
those who commit serious offenses such as
murder, extortion or assault while in prison.
It also calls for the state to create highsecurity units that nevertheless allow some
group activity for prisoners who are
deemed too dangerous for mainline hous[See Solitary, A9]

A show
of arms
at peace
parade
in China

By Victoria Kim

Tomas Ovalle

ASSEMBLYMAN Henry T. Perea is a key figure among moderate Democrats

skeptical of Gov. Jerry Brown’s sweeping climate-change package. Above, he
speaks with Emilia Reyes of public organization First 5 Fresno County.
COLUMN ONE

In climate debate, he’s
the man in the middle

By Melanie Mason

reporting from fresno

H

enry T. Perea
was having a
change of heart.
For years,
the Democratic
assemblyman had griped
about the Central Valley
getting shortchanged by
Sacramento and overshadowed by Los Angeles, San
Francisco and other big-city
magnets for state dollars.
Now he was in a poor
Fresno neighborhood, not
far from where he grew up,
standing in front of a con-

stituent’s home with newly
installed rooftop solar panels — paid for by a program
he had publicly assailed.
Perea had defied party
leadership in a bid to stall a
pivotal component of the
cap-and-trade program,
which assesses fees on
California polluters in an
effort to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.
But here he was at a
news conference staged in
front of the new solar panels. Behind him on this
spring day, state Senate
Leader Kevin De León
(D-Los Angeles), one of the
party’s most ardent climate

advocates, clapped with
glee as Perea told onlookers,
“You’re turning me from a
skeptic to a supporter.”
The depth of Perea’s
conversion may determine
the fate of the sweeping
climate-change package
being championed by Gov.
Jerry Brown and De León,
policies designed to change
the cars Californians drive
and the sources of power
that keep their lights on and
air conditioners humming.
Their steepest hurdle is
not the climate-change
deniers that Brown dismisses as “troglodytes,” or
[See Perea, A12]

Robert Carter

L.A. stands ready
How will L.A. compete
against formidable bids
from Paris and others?
Our special section looks
at the options. SECTION V
IOC’s selection process, that
should put Los Angeles in a
strong position when the
host city is selected in 2017.
“It feels like we got
through the preliminaries,”
Garcetti said. “Now we’re
ready to compete.”
The mayor’s $4.6-billion
proposal seemed all but
dead last winter when, in a
surprise move, USOC board
members selected Boston as
their designated candidate.
The Massachusetts campaign struggled through
months of missteps and
public relations gaffes before
[See Olympics, A11]

Korean American
firms in L.A. try
on El Paso for size
Apparel makers say
rising wages and a
heavy government
hand have them
looking to relocate.

By Julie Makinen
BEIJING — Amid florid
pomp and extreme security
measures, China on Thursday will mark the 70th anniversary of the end of World
War II by staging a massive
parade featuring tanks, aircraft and thousands of
goose-stepping soldiers.
Chinese leaders say the
spectacle is intended to “remember history and uphold
peace,” but the weaponry
display is already adding to
grave concerns in the United
States — as well as in Japan,
Vietnam, the Philippines
and elsewhere — about
China’s military capabilities
and intentions.
The extravagant military
display comes as China has
more than doubled its published
annual
defense
budget and projected its
armed forces’ growing capabilities farther from home
with increasing assertiveness, particularly at sea,
under the leadership of
President Xi Jinping. This
year alone, it has built artificial islands in the South
China Sea, held a joint livefire naval drill with Russia in
the Mediterranean and sent
its navy to evacuate hundreds of Chinese citizens
from war-torn Yemen.
According to Chinese
state media reports, 84% of
the armaments featured in
the parade — including 500
[See China, A4]

The selection of Los Angeles as the U.S. candidate
to bid for the 2024 Summer
Games caps a tumultuous
month in which the city went
from Olympic also-ran to serious contender.
Now comes the hard part.
Bid leaders boarded an
overnight plane to Switzerland on Tuesday, headed for
International Olympic Committee headquarters to begin an expensive, two-year
competition against such
formidable contenders as
Rome and the early frontrunner, Paris.
The campaign — spearheaded by Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and sports
executive Casey Wasserman
— faces obstacles, including
a City Council that intends
to play the watchdog role in
future planning.
But the city holds distinct advantages with its array of world-class venues
and previous success hosting the Games in 1932 and
1984. It could further benefit
from behind-the-scenes politicking by the U.S. Olympic
Committee.
In the dynamics of the

When Daejae Kim arrived in Los Angeles three
decades ago, he took his first
step into the apparel business in downtown’s fashion
district, where a budding
Korean
entrepreneurial
community was beginning
to take hold.
His wife got a job as a
store clerk. He peddled textiles. Eventually, they built
their own wholesale and
manufacturing
business
selling trendy women’s
clothing.
Today, Korean businesses represent at least a third
— and possibly half — of the
businesses in the garment
district, generating at least
$10 billion in annual revenues and providing 20,000
jobs, according to the Korean American Apparel Manufacturers Assn.
And now Kim and other

U.S. stocks
plummet on
China news
As China’s economy
decelerates, fears of a
so-called hard landing
increase, prompting
sharp drops in the Dow
and other world markets. BUSINESS, C1
Weather
Partly cloudy.
L.A. Basin: 79/64. B8

Korean American clothing
makers are eyeing a new
frontier.
Squeezed, they say, by
Los Angeles’ rising minimum wage, stricter labor enforcement and ebbing South
American clientele following
a federal raid against alleged
money
laundering
operations last year, Kim and
other Korean business owners are flirting with the idea
of relocating to El Paso.
On Wednesday, a broker
from the Texas border town
is scheduled to slip into L.A.
to describe factory space
and talk price per square
foot with the business owners. And later this month the
trade association, which
represents 1,800 Korean
American manufacturers
and distributors, will send a
group to scout El Paso.
The proposal is in its preliminary stages, with a few
dozen companies so far expressing a serious interest in
moving, says Kim, a key advocate of decampment.
Still, the news is rattling
nerves across the ecosystem
of Korean Realtors, banks
and restaurants that developed alongside Los Angeles’
downtown apparel industry
[See Apparel, A10]

Uber loses round
in federal court
A judge rules that drivers could move forward
with a class-action lawsuit seeking to designate them as employees,
not independent contractors. BUSINESS, C1
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